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FROM THE EDITOR
Happy New Year and welcome to the January
2021 issue of Sailpast!
I trust that your yachts are sleeping ’all snug in their cradles’ and starting to dream
about being hoisted down for the 2021 sailing season. The days are getting longer
and I’m sure the time will pass quickly. The arrival of the Toronto International Boat
Show is always a sure (and welcome) sign that it’s time to start checking our sailing
equipment inventory and looking for new ideas. As you probably know, it is proceeding as a virtual show this year. See more about that in the newsletter.

“It’s remarkable
how quickly a
good and
favorable wind
can sweep away
the maddening
frustrations of
shore living.”
Ernest K. Gann

Thanks to Sonia and Brian for being good sports this month and preparing their
‘Member Profile’! Let’s keep it going… I’ll be tapping someone on the shoulder soon
for the February issue... let me know if you’d like to participate.
Chris Viscount brings us an excellent article this month, prepared by Brent Hughes.
We’ll see more tips from Chris in the coming months. Make sure you check it out.
Thanks also to Bob Stobie and Denis Carrier for some great material this month!
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Commodore’s Corner
Mark Chin
Happy New Year Everyone!
Welcome to January 2021.
It’s hard to believe January is here because the days have been so mild. 2020 was the year of Covid-19
and unfortunately, we are not rid of it. It seems to be still lingering - no matter how much we try to isolate
ourselves from it there are always others that keep passing it around. All I can say is keep doing what we
are doing as the numbers in Durham have been good and with the recent state of emergency issued by
the Provincial Government hopefully the numbers will start to decrease.
Though we are still in the pandemic we are hoping for a more normal season than last year as there are
three different vaccines available and all efforts are being made to ensure that everyone who wants it will
get it. At present, under the new guidelines and until we get further directions from the government, the
club house will be closed. If access to the club house is a must, to drop off cheques for example, please
let one of the executives know. Otherwise please stay home except for essential reasons.
I know that this is a very trying time for all of us, but we will endure, and we will get through it together.
Some have experienced serious losses like loss of jobs, loss of loved ones and some may even be losing
faith or hope. Don’t despair, remember that we are all in this together and you have friends within the
club to lean on when you need it. We are just a phone call or zoom call away so please don’t be afraid to
pick up the phone and call someone. This pandemic will end.

For those who are not aware, we do have an informal get together on Friday nights via Zoom. It is entertaining, and we get to share our ideas and chit chat with each other about anything and everything. Feel
free to eat and drink whatever you like while you are tuned in and come and go as you please. So, check
your club emails for info on how to connect. Hope to see you there.
The Virtual Toronto Boat Show starts next week January 18 to 24 th so please register and have fun with it.
In closing, I hope that everyone continues to stay safe and stay healthy.
Mark Chin
Commodore 2021
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Commodore’s Levee January 1, 2021

Another ‘’ZOOM’ Moment!
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Rear Commodore Fleet - Chris Viscount
Winter is finally here, I haven't been able to sail
for a few weeks now so there is not much to report. However, since we won't be able to have
spring seminars this year I have asked some experienced racers to give us five of their favourite
and most secret sailing tips. Yes, a chance to
peak under the mask (tongue in cheek reference
to our precarious times intended) of one Supersailor each Sailpast issue. You can thank me later, with a beer.
This month I asked Brent Hughes to kick it off. In true Booman fashion he has
stepped up! Please read Brent's 5 favourite tips for Starting, in this month’s Sailpast.
I've really started to follow the Americas Cup down under this year. In the past I
have been a traditionalist when it comes to sailboat racing and missed the old
boats. Who can't look at the Blue Nose or Evergreen without a catch in their
heart? However, with the evolution to foiling I have become hooked again!
These new America Cup boats are 68 ft long plus a 7 ft. bowsprit. Normally a
boat of this size would come in at 30 tons. These boats come in at 6.5 tons. Normally a racing 75 footer would have a keel of 12-16 ft with a super heavy bulb on
the end. These boats don't even have a keel. Normally the main on a traditional
75 ft racing yacht would be single skinned these boats have a twin skinned main
with hydraulics inside the sail to shape the sail. Normally a traditional 75 foot
racer in twelve knots of wind would go upwind at 10-11 knts. These boats have
so far gone 49.5 knts upwind in 12 knts of air. What's not to like about that New
Normal? The challenger series is about to begin. If you’re looking for a sailing fix
tune in. The Vendee Globe fleet has come to the Atlantic. I'm sure the competitors are happy to leave the Southern Ocean behind. This is the tightest Vendee
Globe ever at this point in the history of the race. If all this isn't enough the Jules
Verne Race has restarted with 100 ft plus foiling yachts ripping through the
ocean consistantly above 30knts! Adios Netflix's Hello YouTube racing vids for
the next 3 months. Pull up a remote and join me if you too, Feel the Need for
Speed!
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5 Go-Fast Tips for the Starting Line by Brent Hughes
“Fast Lane Fever”
So, we are going racing at FBYC tonight, wanna come? Great. Buckle up and let’s have some fun. Here
are 5 Quick Tips for getting to, and away from the Starting Line QUICKLY.
Leaving the Dock: You’ve all heard the old adage, “the race is won before you leave the dock”. It’s true.
Getting the boat prepped and ready for the racecourse is 90% of the battle to the finish line. However, that is
a whole topic unto itself. But what I will say here is this: From the time you get on the boat until you get out
the channel into the lake, everything you talk about should be about tonight’s race. Forget work, forget the
kids, forget about COVID. Focus on the next few hours. That’s it. What has the weather been like today?
What is the forecast for tonight? Is the breeze building, dying, shifting? Is it storming? What sails should we
use? What headsail is the competition hanking on? Is there enough beer for after the race when we get to
the dock? All these things matter, and it helps to get you in the groove for tonight. There’s only 18 Wednesdays in the season, so make each one count!
Get Sailing: If there’s wind…..and being a Wednesday night at FBYC there’s a chance there isn’t…… get
the sails up and get sailing as soon as possible when you get out in the lake. If it’s a north breeze, pop the
kite and get some jibes in. Make sure the spinnaker isn’t twisted. Get the cobwebs out. If it’s a SW breeze,
get some tacks in, practicing crew position and weight movement throughout, focusing on smooth transitions
on each tack. If it’s an east wind, reach out to the starting area as quick as possible, then do a couple of
tacks upwind and towards the east, then practice some jibes back down to the starting area. The key during
this time is to get sailing, check the sails, check the rig, make sure all the lines are led properly so there are
no surprises later on (!!!), loosen up, get the crew into “race mode”. Then get to the start area, thank the RC
committee for coming out, and check the course for the night.
Which End is Favoured?: Once the course is known, you should be focused on the next few minutes
before the start. Have someone on the crew keep a watch out for the windward mark. Found it? Good.
Next step. Which end of the line is favoured? Easy peasy…..Here’s a trick to help you know for sure
(assuming the RC boat is on the right hand side of the start line). Sail below the line to the mid point of the
start line and luff into irons on the line. Hold the boat there, in irons 100% as you bleed off speed. Nobody
touch the boom….let it sway as the mainsail luffs. If your bow is pointed to the left of the windward mark
when the boom is swaying dead center over the cockpit, the pin is the more favoured end. If the bow is
pointed to the right of the windward marker when the boom is swaying dead center over the cockpit, the committee boat end is favoured, and if the bow is pointed directly at the mark, then you have a perfectly set starting line. And if you’re shaking your head right now and saying “what the hell is Brent talking about?” then
here’s an easy cheat sheet for you gleaned from my 40 years of Wednesday night racing at FBYC…….SW
breeze – boat end is favoured; East breeze – pin end is favoured; North breeze – port tack it at the pin baby! You’ll be a hero at the Bar! Thank me later.
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5 Go-Fast Tips Continued…
Five Minutes To Go: Do not leave the start line area. This is it. Stay here – don’t go sailing off for
two and a half minutes and expect to come back Cornelius Vanderbilt style and nail the perfect start. It
won’t happen. Too many other boats have other plans. Stay ON THE LINE, and at the favoured half of
the line. Remember things are fluid and will change depending on what the competition does, so it’s best
to stay super close to the line so that any changes don’t cost boat lengths and precious seconds as the
clock clicks down. By 2:00 to go you should be setting up (likely on port) and close to making your final
approach back into the fleet looking for a hole to tack into on starboard. Remember on the starting line,
you want to be below and ahead of the competition. If you are furthest to windward heading towards the
committee boat on starboard tack with a minute to go, there’s no way you’re getting in there – someone
will force you up and out – likely along with another couple of boats at the same time. So, head in on port
tack with about 1:30 to go, find a hole underneath a starboard tacker, head right up and in towards him or
her, and tack directly underneath, with your bow slightly ahead – you now control that boat, and the starting situation with them. Bingo! Wait……you’re the starboard boat? Someone is setting up on you like
this? No problem. If you see that situation beginning to develop, drop your bow down low and aim directly
at their bow, forcing the port tack boat to tack earlier than they want to. The moment they start their tack,
pop your bow back up to windward. This creates a nice hole for you with room below you to foot off if
needed after the start without falling into bad air.
After The Gun: These next two minutes will set out the pace of the rest of the race – guaranteed. If
you were that last port tack boat to come in and hug up under the starboard fleet, you’re in a golden position. You control the boats to windward, and in the next two minutes you can bleed off the competition
nicely. Driver, focus on driving. Keep the boat moving as quickly as possible, while a crew member on
the rail gives constant verbal feedback on your position relative to the boats on your hip. Higher or lower?
Faster or slower? Go into point mode as much as possible. Even boats two boat lengths to windward, if
they are behind you, will feel the wrath of your dirty air spinning off the leech of your mainsail behind the
boat and to windward (really), and leeward (obviously). The more you can point up and bleed them off,
the faster and further the competition will fall behind and below you, creating an opening for you to tack
when you see that next shift come through. Now, if you were that starboard boat in a pack that created a
bit of a hole for yourself above in #4, then you have a little bit of room to foot down and gain some speed,
BUT there needs to be a crew person below and to leeward, watching for boats below trying to come up
and pinch you off. Chances are, its going to happen. No problem, but now you need to extricate yourselves from the bad air as soon as you can. Look for a hole to tack across and take it. It you have to dip a
few transoms that’s ok, best to lose ground dipping a transom quickly than to stay in bad air, every time.
There’s nothing wrong with taking a transom if its done right; you are sailing faster towards the point just
behind them, and will actually get a lift from them as you pass the transom. If the crew works together,
and the timing is right on the easing of the sheets, the dipping of the transom, the close passing of and the
trim in and up to weather immediately following the crossing, you can come out of this quite clean. But
that’s another lesson for another day……..
Two minutes in now…….have a great race!!!!
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Member Profile – A Monthly Sailpast Feature

Sonia & Brian Seguin
Catalina 27 (1974)

Is this your first sailboat?
When did you become members of FBYC?
We became members July 1, 2020.

"Daves Not Here" is our first boat. It
was named by the previous owner. We
have renamed the boat "Lovely Day"

How was your 2020 sailing season?
We did not do much sailing but we spent a lot of time on the boat with
our 2 kids. They are 11 and 5 and love sleeping on the boat.

Any 'boat projects' on the go?
There are a few little things I would like to fix but no major projects.
Sonia would like to fix everything but it is an old boat!

As sailors, we all have stories. Share one with us (something that went really well, really badly,
really funny, something you're really proud of, etc.)
Getting in and out of our slip is always full of excitement. Sometimes it doesn't want to go where I want it to but I
am learning. I am sure Aaron wishes he had a few more fenders to protect his boat from me!

Outside of sailing, is there anything you'd like your fellow FBYC
Members to know about you? (special skills, hobbies, etc.)
I am a big Raptors fan and I enjoy DJing for friends and family. Sonia
is an advocate for social justice issues. She volunteers for a number
of not-for profit organizations, and sits on a municipal task force that
addresses anti-Black racism. She is an educator, a mother, a sister
and a daughter. Faith, family and friends are important to her. She
loves music and dancing, especially to salsa and merengue.
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Storytime… pour yourself a scotch, find a comfy chair and enjoy! Courtesy of Bob Stobie.
A story by John Joss
Nonfiction and Novel writer, Journalist

What is the most random thing you have ever seen while out at sea on an aircraft carrier?
Crossing the Atlantic from England to the Caribbean, aboard HMS Triumph (Light Fleet Carrier) for my first serious
flight training, I went to the chain locker in the bow and looked down at the bow as it cut the waves. Dolphins
were playing alongside the bow and ahead of it. They had no problem keeping up.
Returning, via Gibraltar, we were steaming east, in terrible North Atlantic weather. It is early spring, when particularly violent storms often rack the world’s oceans. Even aboard our aircraft carrier, cooks cannot prepare hot
food for at least two days, so severe is the ship’s motion in the difficult, quartering seas that are brutalizing us
from the northwest. We realize, yet again, that Nature really runs the show. This lesson will follow us for the rest
of our Navy careers, indeed for the rest of our lives if we are paying attention.
The Force 10 full gale—forty-foot waves, sixty-knot winds—tests our seamanship. The difficult quartering seas
make our motion particularly uncomfortable. Our flight deck is out of bounds—white water, sixty feet up. The
wind is tearing the tops off the waves, leaving white striations down their faces, an awesome sight. Our escort
destroyer broaches, flung onto her beam ends by a particularly savage set of waves, and even gets water down
her funnel. We see her bottom, her screws, her rudders, a truly sobering sight.
Watching her, staggered by those immense combers, we wonder if
she can recover or might founder. At last an Aldis lamp winks from
her bridge: “Still standing. Bloody but unbowed.” The British sense
of humour is alive and well. Walking and standing are problematic,
even for professional seamen. Both ships have many injuries—
fortunately none are serious.
Here’s a photo of my first trap, on that cruise. The aircraft is a Boulton-Paul Sea Balliol. You’ll note that the sea is pretty much a flat
calm, with minimum deck motion Thank goodness.
My Quora interlocutor asked how this cruise ended. It ended with one of the most dramatic events I have ever
witnessed at sea. I offer it here for you.
We steam east towards Portugal and Gibraltar as the storm abates at last and shipboard life returns to normal
routines for both warships. We have been anticipating liberty in Gib, after four months in the Caribbean. As night
falls on the fourth day, our return to Europe almost complete, lovely aromas of food and wine reach us, thirty
miles offshore from Portugal, long before any loom of light from the land is visible.
I have lookout duty on the bridge in the desperate 0000-0400 Middle Watch. Just after midnight the Admiralty
signals us to go directly to Algiers. Word spreads quickly around the ship: an emergency. It can be sensed beneath our feet, as we crank up the boilers and start to steam at maximum speed. I stay on deck, bleary-eyed, to
watch our passage through the Straits. The familiar Rock rears up to port, just visible in the light of a half moon,
showing few lights. Africa lies to starboard, showing no lights at all. The sense of urgency is palpable.
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We are tasked to rescue hundreds of British military personnel and their dependents, mostly Royal Navy, returning
from the Korean war in a former German troopship now owned by the British, renamed S.S. Empire Windrush. A
switchboard fire has erupted off Algiers, out of Port Said. The conflagration is consuming the ship. She is sinking.
Windrush was powered in her original design almost exclusively by electricity; all significant services failed when the
switchboard blew up—no lighting, no pumps, no sprinklers, no public-address system or winches, just emergency
radio. The time had come to abandon ship.
As we learned later, rousing fifteen hundred officers, wives and children at 0020 was arduous: stewards hammering
on hundreds of cabin doors in the dark, attempting to explain the situation and the need to abandon ship immediately, with life jackets. Homeward-bound partygoers fresh from the war zone sensed some sort of sadistic, middleof-the-night safety drill and responded with incredulity and derision; the frantic stewards had to convince hundreds
of sleeping, hung-over celebrants that the emergency was indeed real.
Without functional winches, the crew had to cut the lifeboats loose and let them fall to the water, where some
crushed lifeboats that were already afloat below. Survivors, many of them still in pajamas, shoeless, had to jump or
shinny down ropes and rope ladders, including women, children and babies. Miraculously, only four of the ship’s
complement of 1,500 were lost—an officer and three seamen who had been attempting unsuccessfully to fight the
fire.

We reach Windrush at dawn, no wind, a gently rolling sea. A dreadful sight. She is engulfed in flames except for the
bow, taking on water and starting to list. Crowded lifeboats bob nearby. At great risk to the boarding party, H.M.S.
Saintes—a Mediterranean-fleet destroyer—has managed to attach a tow, hoping to bring her into Gibraltar, but
the fire intensifies and the emergency group of six sailors must beat a hasty retreat. For Windrush it is now only a
matter of time.
Eerily, as the paint burns off the funnels—paint the British applied when the ship was liberated from the Nazis after
World War II—German swastikas appear in the pearly Mediterranean dawn. Windrush slips slowly, almost silently
beneath the waves, stern first, the fires hissing into silence. The scene is reminiscent of the Battle of the Atlantic,
when so many Allied merchantmen were sunk by the German U-boats, their deaths captured on newsreel film we
watched week in and week out. All that remains now, seething on the surface, is a fuel-oil sheen and boiling air
bubbles from collapsing compartments and bulkheads, accompanied by the subdued rumbling of destruction in the
deep.
Saintes, our escort destroyer, takes the lifeboats in tow, one by one, and heads for Algiers. We follow her, dock and
take the survivors aboard over the next four hours. Making room for doubling our ship’s complement is difficult,
but we manage somehow. We put our aircraft on the flight deck, curtain off the hangar areas and establish temporary quarters for 1,500 men, women and children. Senior officers and their wives take our officers’ cabins and those
affected make do with sleeping bags in the wardroom. The sound of crying infants aboard a man-of-war is incongruous.
We steam west for Gibraltar and come alongside, the Rock looming in a chilly dawn. The fortunate few from the
survivors—senior officers and their wives (rank has its privileges)—fly home and we prepare to sail for Plymouth,
taking time only to report to the Admiral and replenish our supplies, depleted since we left San Juan, Puerto Rico
days earlier.
Liberty in Gib? Not this time.
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Sailpast Storytime—Courtesy of Denis Carrier
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The Odyssey of Iliad II
True to form, Louie and Sophia aren’t sitting still. They are continuing to make adjustments that will make their voyage as
smooth and trouble free as possible, and
optimize their ‘live-aboard’ lifestyle once
they set sail.

Says Louie…“We are trying to stay productive for now. We added some shelves
in the galley by converting four drawers
into a cabinet, increasing storage from 1.3
cubic feet to 6 cubic feet. (Sophia’s idea!)
We also turned the hanging locker in the
aft cabin into three shelves, added more
LED lights, replaced solar panel fuses
with circuit breakers, made some bags,
and added a floor divider in the shower to
keep the water from dripping out”.

“We plan to sail away in early July and go
out the St. Lawrence, cruise the east
coast for a while and then sail to Bermuda
in November. Of course this all assumes
COVID is under control and we are allowed to go… hard to predict at this
point.”
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:

Visit TorontoBoatShow.com to register and check back to see
participating exhibitors, seminars, speakers, topics and more!
Show Dates: January 18 – 24
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Vendée Globe 2020 Update
Download the app and follow this exciting solo race around the globe. You can
access real time updates, stats, live interviews and information about each of the
brave and talented men and women skippering these yachts.The Vendée Globe is a
single-handed (solo) non-stop round the world yacht race. The race was founded by
Philippe Jeantot in 1989, and since 1992 has taken place every four years. It is
named after the Département of Vendée, in France, where the race starts and ends.
The Vendée Globe is considered an extreme quest of individual endurance and the
ultimate test in ocean racing.
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Contact Us

FBYC “est” List...
Longest Boat: 51 ft ‘White Diamond’ (Tom Wood)
Widest Boat: 14.75 ft ‘Liza’ (Steve Hammond)
Deepest Draft: 6 ft 9 in ‘Tornado’ (Bruce Zagrodney)

Frenchman’s Bay Yacht Club
635 Breezy Drive
Pickering, Ontario L1W 2X4

Longest Active Members: Phil & Elaine Gwilliames (1970)

Contact Sailpast Editor at
(sailpast@fbyc.ca)

Newest Members: Robert & Jody Kimball (Sept 2020)

Visit Frenchman’s Bay Yacht
Club on the web at www.fbyc.ca

*Highest Historical water level: 75.91 m (June 2019)
*Lowest Historical water level: 73.74 m (December 1934)
Recent(est) water level: 74.63 m (Week ending Jan 13, 2021)

*Source:

Historical Monthly Mean Water Levels from the Coordinated network for

each of the Great Lakes—Fisheries & Oceans Canada
Feel Free to contact ‘Sailpast’ to add an ‘est’ or correct the list if it’s not accurate(est)!

Photo Credit: Sam Cummings
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